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Realization of the Bose�Einstein condensate can provide a way for creation of an inversion-free coherent
light emitter with ultra-low threshold power. The currently considered solutions provide polaritonic emitters in a
spectral range far below 1 µm limiting their application potential. Hereby, we present optical studies of InGaAs/
GaAs based quantum well in a cavity structure exhibiting polaritonic eigenmodes from 5 to 160 K at a record
wavelength exceeding 1 µm. The obtained Rabi splitting of 7 meV was almost constant with temperature, and
the resulting coupling constant is close to the calculated QW exciton binding energy. This indicates the very
strong coupling conditions explaining the observation of polaritons at temperatures where the exciton dissociation
is already expected, and allows predicting that room temperature polaritons could still be formed in this kind of
a system.
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1. Introduction

Light�matter interaction in semiconductor systems has
attracted much attention in recent years [1�3]. A spe-
ci�c reason is the strong coupling of the excitonic states
in one (or more) quantum well(s) with a photonic cavity
mode (CM), forming a new class of quasi-particles called
exciton-polaritons [3�6]. Like excitons, these exciton-
-polaritons have a bosonic character allowing for intrigu-
ing fundamental phenomena like the Bose�Einstein con-
densation (BEC) [4, 5]. At the same time, unique phys-
ical properties of exciton-polaritons made them also an
interesting candidate for device applications. Since the
exciton-polariton is formed as a superposition of exci-
tonic and photonic states, the e�ective mass of exciton-
-polaritons is much smaller than that of bare excitons
and several orders of magnitude smaller than the hydro-
gen atomic mass [7]. This allows for high-temperature
BEC in this kind of a system.
Due to the condensation of exciton-polaritons, micro-

cavity structure emits coherent light making it interest-
ing for laser applications [7, 8]. The main advantage of
exciton-polariton lasing is that the population inversion,
necessary in photon laser structures (e.g. diode lasers), is
no longer required [7, 8]. This results in a threshold car-
rier density which can be 2 orders of magnitude smaller
than in the case of pure photonic laser emission, building
up a future for ultra-low-power-consuming coherent light
sources [7]. So far, exciton-polariton lasers have been re-
alized based on CdTe, GaN and GaAs substrates with
emission wavelength far below 1 µm [5, 9�12], typically
even below 900 nm.
The main challenge to move these devices out of the

lab into the real world is to make them compatible to
application standards. One of the biggest optoelectronic
markets nowadays is the telecommunication, where lasers

are used as light sources for data transmission based on
optical �bers. The interesting wavelengths are dictated
by the �ber characteristics like absorption and dispersion
which are most advantageous in the near infrared range
above 1 µm. Realizing exciton-polariton lasers at longer
wavelengths will bring these devices much closer to ap-
plication, but no experimental attempts in this direction
have been published so far. In this case, GaAs-based
structures are of high interest since they o�er impor-
tant advantages as e.g. compatibility to the GaAs/AlAs-
-distributed Bragg re�ectors (DBRs), which easily allows
for high quality semiconductor microcavities needed to
reach the strong coupling of the exciton to a photonic
cavity mode [2, 13], and ability for electrical pumping of
such structures [14, 15].
In this report we present optical studies of GaAs-based

quantum wells placed in a planar Bragg re�ector micro-
cavity. The structure features a gradually changing layers
thickness across the wafer, providing easy tuning of the
QW-microcavity system at any chosen temperature. The
measurements were performed in a form of temperature
dependent re�ectance along the wafer radius and demon-
strated formation of exciton-polaritons above 1 µm at
temperatures up to 160 K.

2. Experiment

The examined structures were grown by molecular
beam epitaxy on (001) GaAs substrate. The λ/2 GaAs
cavity has been formed between two AlGaAs/GaAs
DBRs (16 mirror pairs at the bottom and 12 at the
top) with the emitter constituted of 8 In0.3Ga0.7As QWs
(7 nm thick). Stripes of the wafer cleaved along its radius
have been used for the optical measurements which al-
lows for the cavity mode energy tuning due to the growth
rate gradient along the wafer. This enabled easy spectral
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matching between the energy of the QW exciton and the
optical mode.
The optical measurements have been performed us-

ing a standard re�ectivity con�guration with a tungsten
halogen lamp as a broadband source. The detection has
been realized by using InGaAs CCD linear detector com-
bined with 0.3 m focal length monochromator. The sam-
ple was mounted in a continuous-�ow liquid helium cryo-
stat allowing for temperature tuning.

3. Results and discussion

Figure 1a shows re�ectivity spectra measured at 4 K in
a function of a position on the wafer (along its radius). It

means in fact tuning the energy of the cavity mode with
respect to the QW exciton energy, as the latter remains
almost constant in a broad range of the positions on the
wafer. The exciton-related re�ectivity feature is rather
weakly pronounced in the spectra far from the resonance
but can be seen at about 1.262 eV (Fig. 1). The cavity
mode shifts by more than 20 meV while travelling 6 mm
over the radius (along the whole wafer radius the cavity
mode energy is a nonlinear but smooth function of the
position change). There is clearly seen an anticrossing be-
havior, a characteristic feature con�rming the formation
of Exciton-Polaritons with the Rabi splitting of about
7 meV. For each spectrum, a �tting by double Gaussian
peak has been performed and the energy positions have
been extracted.

Fig. 1. (a) Re�ectivity spectra (at 4 K) vs. the position on the wafer along its radius. Typical anticrossing is observed
as a �ngerprint of the exciton-optical mode strong coupling with the Rabi splitting of about 7 meV. (b) Polariton
branches plotted as a function of the detuning parameter; open symbols � experiment, solid blue lines � theoretical
curves according to Eq. (1); solid green lines � theoretical dependence calculated from the model of two coupled
oscillators, dashed grey lines � expected energies of uncoupled exciton and CM (guides to the eye).

Figure 1b summarizes the spectra evaluation and
shows the corresponding peak energies of both the
branches in the vicinity of the resonance vs the detuning
energy (δ = ECM − EX). The solid blue curves corre-
spond to the theoretical dependence describing the cou-
pled modes according to the following formula:

E± =
1

2

(
EX + ECM(P )

±
√
(RS)2 + (ECM(P )− EX)2

)
, (1)

where EX and ECM are the exciton and cavity mode en-
ergies, respectively, RS is the value of the Rabi splitting
and P means the position on the wafer along the radius.
The �tting procedure of the polariton branches has been
done, taking the rough values of RS and the anticross-
ing energy from the experiment as the starting point.
We assumed a constant value of the uncoupled exciton
transition energy EX and an approximately linear depen-
dence of the mode energy ECM on the position P , which
is a su�cient approximation due to the short distance
travelled on the sample compared to the total wafer ra-

dius (6 mm vs. 25 mm). The dashed grey lines in Fig. 1b
indicate the expected energies of the uncoupled exciton
and CM, and are just guides to the eye.

The investigated coupled system has also been simu-
lated using a quantum-mechanical model of two coupled
harmonic oscillators [16], result of which is shown by the
green lines in Fig. 1b. They �t the experiment very well,
for all the realistic parameters taken into account in this
calculation, i.e. the Q-factor of the mode out of the reso-
nance (about 1000) and the linewidth of the QW emission
taken from the experiment (approximately 10 meV from
PL spectra out of the resonance � not shown here). The
only remaining relevant �tting parameter was the cou-
pling strength (or the Rabi splitting), which allows de-
riving the averaged exciton oscillator strength per QW
which was obtained to be approximately 0.8 × 10−3 per
unit volume.

The same kind of tuning of the CM through the res-
onance with the QW exciton has been performed at
several higher temperatures and an anticrossing with a
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pronounced Rabi splitting could still be recorded up to
160 K. The respective re�ectivity spectra are shown in
Fig. 2a, whereas the plot of the energies of both the po-
lariton branches vs. the detuning energy is presented
in Fig. 2b. The resulting tuning range is signi�cantly
narrower now, because, due to the temperature change

the resonance occurred at quite di�erent position on the
wafer. Unfortunately, we have been limited with further
tuning and going into the higher temperatures due to the
physical limit of the sample, but the e�ect at 160 K was
still well pronounced, predicting the existence of polari-
tons at even higher temperatures.

Fig. 2. (a) Re�ectivity spectra (at 160 K) vs. the position on the wafer along its radius. Typical anticrossing of both
spectral lines, as at low temperature, is observed with approximately the same value of the Rabi splitting equal to
7 meV. (b) Polariton branches plotted as a function of the detuning parameter; open symbols � experiment, solid blue
lines � theoretical curves according to Eq. (1), dashed grey lines � expected energies of uncoupled exciton and CM
(guides to the eye).

In order to follow the temperature dependence of both
the eigenmodes and the related Rabi splitting we mea-
sured the respective re�ectivity spectra as a function of
temperature shifting the position on the wafer so that the
�on-resonance� conditions were kept. The result is shown
in Fig. 3. It can be seen that one can indeed preserve
the strong coupling conditions in a broad range of tem-
peratures, and the splitting energy is almost constant.
Generally, a decrease of the coupling strength would be
expected with temperature (due to, e.g., carrier losses
and less e�cient formation of excitons), but this is not
the case here as the position on the wafer has to be
changed accordingly at each temperature to follow the
resonance. Therefore, the Q-factor of the cavity is also
altered, namely slightly di�erent for each of the spec-
tra in Fig. 3. It increases in that direction which corre-
sponds to the decrease of the CM energy, which in our
case improves the cavity �nesse. This agrees with the
shift direction, compensating the possible temperature
dependence and the unfavorable e�ect on the coupling.
Therefore, the deteriorating in�uence of the temperature
is not observed.

Another e�ect is the value of the Rabi splitting which is
relatively large compared to the exciton binding energy
in this kind of quantum wells. We have calculated the
exciton binding energy by a variational envelope func-
tion procedure including strain and the dielectric con-
stants contrast between the well and the barrier material.

Fig. 3. Temperature dependence of the re�ectivity
spectra at the zero detuning between the excitonic and
photonic modes. The resonance condition is kept by
the compensation of the thermally induced spectral shift
with the correction of the light spot position along the
radius of the wafer.

The model is described more in detail in Ref. [17]. The
obtained binding energy (EB) value is 5.9 meV, which
must be compared to the coupling constant g = 1

2RS,
which in our case is about 3.5 meV. As the coupling
constant is not much smaller than the exciton binding
energy, the system approaches the conditions for the so-
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-called very strong coupling [18�20]. The system enters
clearly into that regime when the coupling constant ex-
ceeds EB, but as shown in the previous papers [18�20] the
e�ect itself becomes observable for g/EB = 0.5, or even
less. In our case this ratio is approximately 0.6, and this
is why the exciton-polaritons could survive at temper-
atures for which the thermal energy kT is signi�cantly
larger than the exciton binding energy (kT ≈ 14 meV
versus EB = 5.9 meV), and where in the case of a QW
out of a cavity an e�cient dissociation of excitons should
already occur. Normally, this would prevent the exciton-
-polaritons formation, which is apparently not the case.
The very strong coupling of the exciton and the CM

leads to a photon-mediated renormalization of the opti-
cally allowed (i.e., s-like) exciton internal states. Thus,
the new eigenstates of the microcavity system may pos-
sess electron�hole relative motion probability density
(spatial correlation) whose spatial extents may di�er
strongly from the otherwise dominant 1s states, i.e., from
the two-dimensional exciton Bohr radius. In particular,
for a near-resonant case in which half of the Rabi splitting
exceeds the binding energy of the 1s exciton, the exciton-
-polaritons of the lower branch may have a spatial extent
signi�cantly smaller than the half of the nominal exci-
ton Bohr radius. This makes the system more robust to
the collisions with phonons and allows for the existence
of exciton-polaritons at much higher temperatures than
could be expected when based just on the value of the
exciton binding energy of a QW out of the cavity.

4. Conclusions

We have investigated the formation of exciton-
-polaritons in the InGaAs/GaAs QW placed inside a
Bragg mirror monolithic GaAs-based cavity. By select-
ing the proper QW content and width it was possible to
achieve strong coupling conditions between the QW exci-
ton and the photonic mode for a moderate planar cavity
quality factors and to push it to the spectral range above
1 µm at temperatures as high as 160 K. The obtained
results indicate some of the existing limitations, and the
necessity of further development on the material side,
concerning mainly the further wavelength extension via
for instance introducing nitrogen and antimony atoms
into the InGaAs QW. However, this is already a crucial
step toward room temperature polaritons in GaAs mate-
rial system and the practical exploitation of the conden-
sation of these quasiparticles in optoelectronic devices at
telecommunication wavelengths.
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